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The Update
A biweekly roundup of news in the Department of Asian Studies
For our Students, Faculty and Staff

Featured Course: ASIA 310 Introduction to Tibetan
Buddhism and Religions of Tibet

2015 Winter Term 2
The course provides an introduction to the religions of Tibet in general and particularly Tibetan
Buddhism. The course focuses on the formation of a unique system of Buddhist practices and its
history of the development of institutions, doctrines, rituals, different schools and literary
practices.
Instructor: Tsering Shakya
Register now >>

PhDs Go Public: Storytelling for Positive Social Change
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How does the research of UBC doctoral students contribute to the public good? In the first
session of the PhDs Go Public Research Talk Series, seven PhD students from UBC’s Public
Scholars Initiative present their communitybased research, and demonstrate how telling stories
elicits social change around the world. One of the featured students will be Ajay Bhardwaj (from
Asian Studies), who is an independent documentary filmmaker exploring postpartition East
Punjab. He currently studies the organic relationship of ‘nonMuslims' with devotional Islam,
mediated by the musicians from two socially marginalized communitiesthe Muslim Mirasis and
the Dalits.
Thursday, November 19th, 2015
3pm  5pm
Lillooet Room, Irving K Barber Learning Centre
Event details >>

(In)visible: The Spiritual World of Taiwan Through
Contemporary Art

Join the Museum of Anthropology on November 20th for a special evening featuring a wine
reception (cash bar), live music, and the chance to meet and mingle with exhibition
artists. (In)visible: The Spiritual World of Taiwan through Contemporary Art explores how
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=740214&q=0&qz=52445f
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traditional and religious beliefs and modern values are integrated in this vibrant country. The
exhibition features works by seven contemporary Taiwanese artists, who express and visualize
religious beliefs, myths and the spiritual world with modern sensitivities.
Friday, November 20th, 2015
7pm  9pm
Museum of Anthropology
Learn more about the exhibit and opening >>

UBC ASIA Asian Night Market

Come by on Thursday, November 26th from 5  7 PM at the Asian Centre Auditorium for UBC
ASIA's first ever Asian Night Market! There will be different booths for sushi making, origami and
paper cutting, holiday cardmaking, animation art/drawing, winter themed photobooth, games
(with prizes!), and more! The event is free for members and only $2 for nonmembers! However,
members can bring in a friend for free! So, bring a friend or come make new ones, and
experience a unique kind of night market!
Thursday, November 26th, 2015
5pm  7pm
Auditorium, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall

Traveling Civilization: The Sinographic Translational
Network and Modern Lexcion Building in Colonial
Vietnam, 1890s1910s
With Guest Speaker Dr. Yufen Chang (The National Science Council of
Taiwan)
Investigating how regional connectivity operated between West and
nonWest, this talk transcends both the colonial dichotomy between
the powerful West and the victimized nonWest and the postcolonial
one between the pretentious West and the local agency. It
demonstrates how the idea of civilization and some of its affiliated
words that pertain to modernity traveled to colonial Vietnam via the
Sinographic translational network.
Thursday, November 26, 2015
4pm  6pm
Room 604, Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall
Details >>

Chinese Models and Chinese Dreams: Myths and
Realities of Political Governance in Contemporary China
A roundtable discussion.
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=740214&q=0&qz=52445f
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This panel will discuss how The China Dream intersects—in rhetoric
and in practice—with governance in contemporary China. As Geremie
Barmé points out, Chinese officials and media outlets alike routinely
use “the word ‘dream’ (meng) metaphorically to describe the
country’s reemergence as a major power.” Political theorists like
Daniel A. Bell have recently argued that there exists a “China Model”
of meritocratic political culture that is in some respects superior to
Americanstyle democracy.
Friday, November 27th, 2015
3pm  5pm
Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Details >>

Professor Cho Youngheon  Visiting Scholar Seminar
This lecture will be given in Korean.
Tuesday, December 8, 2015
2pm  5pm
Room 604, Asican Centre, 1871 West Mall

Details >>

Congratulations to Julie Vig and Karti Goundar for
Winning Goel Family Foundation Awards

Julie Vig accepting her award
On November 15th, two Asian Studies students were awarded scholarships from the Goel Family
Foundation. Julie Vig won the Nehru Humanitarian Graduate Scholarship while Karti Goundar
won the Goel Scholarship in South Asian Studies.

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=740214&q=0&qz=52445f
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Today in Asian Studies
A new segment where we take a current event trending in the news
and ask one of our faculty members to chime in with their insight.
Today we asked Dr. Anne Murphy, Associate Professor in the
Department of Asian Studies, about the recent appointment of the
Honourable Harjit Singh Sajjan as Canada's Defense Minister. Dr.
Murphy’s research interests focus on early modern and modern
cultural representation in Punjab and within the Punjabi Diaspora, as
well as more broadly in South Asia, with particular attention to the
historical formation of religious communities and special but not
exclusive attention to the Sikh tradition.
Q: Why is there so much excitement over Sajjan’s appointment as Defense Minister?
It is important, I think, first of all to highlight the general reasons that Harjit Singh Sajjan's is an
exciting appointment. Sajjan's record is exemplary and he has served with distinction in diverse
locations, around the world: Canadians can be proud to see him at the helm. His identity as a
South Asian member of the cabinet also represents the respect for diversity and inclusion that is
at the centre of the Canadian imaginary. For all of these reasons, his appointment is significant
for all Canadians, not just Punjabis and not just Sikhs. At the same time, there are obvious
reasons for excitement among Asian Canadians, and particularly Punjabi Canadians: it means a
great deal that the Defence Minister for Canada is a turbaned Sikh. With more members of
Parliament from the Punjabi community than ever before, this is a very important moment for
Canada's Punjabi community, and Sajjan's appointment to such an important position is, one
might say, icing on the cake. It demonstrates the level of participation and inclusion of Punjabis
and Sikhs in Canadian society, and their wide ranging contribution to this society.

Harjit Sajjan. Photo by Adam Scotti
Q: When Sajjan first attempted to join the military he was turned away because of
the dress associated with his religious identity as a Sikh, the turban. Now he and
three other Sikhs (one of whom also wears a turban) have been appointed as
ministers into parliament. How have you personally seen the Sikh and Punjabi
experience in Canada progress?
I've been in Canada for a little less than a decade, but even in this short period I have observed
the increasing confidence and success of this growing and diverse community. There is an
unfortunate tendency, I think, in the mainstream media and informal general conversation alike
to speak of the "Sikh community" of Canada or BC in monolithic terms, as if we can easily
characterize and define it. This was not the case ten years ago and is even less the case today.
British Columbia is home to an incredibly vibrant and diverse Punjabi community. The Punjabi
Ministers in this government demonstrate this: they come from diverse walks of life,
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=740214&q=0&qz=52445f
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backgrounds, and regions, and will contribute in diverse ways to Canadian life. In my years at
UBC we have partnered with diverse organizations and individuals in the Punjabi Canadian
community such as the Hari Sharma Foundation, the South Asian Film Education Society, the
Vancouver International Bhangra Celebration, Rangmanch Punjabi Theatre, among others
organizing events dedicated to exploring IndoCanadian history, Punjabi language and literature,
South Asian arts and culture, and much more. The members of this community consistently
defy any effort to limit them, or to define them. That is what makes my job very exciting, to live
in a place that is so alive with Punjabi culture, history, and language, right here in North
America. These ministerial appointments signal the diversity and achievement of this
community, in all its myriad forms, and it is an important moment to sit back and recognize this.
Q: How does UBC Asian Studies contribute to our understanding of the Punjabi
Canadian community?
We have a range of classes taught by several faculty in the Department that address South
Asian and Asian Canadian history, cultural production, and experience. My colleagues Adheesh
Sathaye and Harjot Oberoi, for example, teach classes that explore Asian folklore in Vancouver
and the history of South Asians outside of South Asia. Given my focus on Punjabi language,
literature, and culture, I teach about PunjabiCanadian history and experience in several classes,
both in the context of larger classes that deal with South Asia and those that focus on the South
Asian Diaspora. For instance, I am currently teaching ASIA 376 "The Sikhs: Formations,
contexts, and historical development"; in this class, I teach about the history of the Sikh
tradition with a focus on South Asia, but important components of the class address the history
of the Sikh community in Canada and the USA. This year I am also teaching for the first time
ASIA 475 "Documenting Punjabi Canada." This class involves students in interviewing members
of the PunjabiCanadian community and producing either traditional scholarly papers or, more
frequently, short video projects that draw on these interviews. The class is modelled on an oral
history program that we began in the Punjabi language program. (See results of prior student
workat http://blogs.ubc.ca/punjabisikhstudies/). Next semester I will teach ASIA 365 on
"Punjabi Cinema," and while most of the films in the class were made in India, there is growing
involvement of Canadians in the production of Punjabi film, so this class will include examples of
this as well.
It is important that we acknowledge and explore the very local dimensions of South Asian
culture here in British Columbia, without losing sight of the importance of studying South Asia,
in its own right. This is a very important role that the Department of Asian Studies can play at
the University, enhancing a transnational conversation and exploring diverse, deep, and
historically rich links between South Asia and Canada. I've been excited in the past few years to
do what I can to support the formation of a new "Asian Canadian and Asian Migration Studies"
program, now being led brilliantly by Professor Christopher Lee of the English Department. This
new program offers students the opportunity to engage in communitybased work and academic
study of Asian Canadian communities. Professors and students in Asian Studies can contribute to
and participate in such a program in tandem with the work we do in Asia itself.

Japanese Movie Night
The instructors in the Japanese Department hosted a very successful Japanese movie night on
Friday, November 6. It was attended by approximately 100 Japanese language students of all
levels. There were a lot of laughs (and a few tears!) during the movie, after which the students
and instructors had a chance to talk while enjoying pizza and cookies. It was a very enjoyable
way to end the week after midterms!

https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=740214&q=0&qz=52445f
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Almost at 1000 Likes on Facebook!
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=740214&q=0&qz=52445f
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The Department has been so excited to see so much engagement on our page over the last few
weeks. Helps us reach 1000 likes for the chance to win some awesome Asian Studies
merchandise! We will be giving away prizes to some of our lucky followers once we have passed
the mark!
Like us on Facebook >>

Student Opportunities
Foreign Language & Cultural Immersion
UBC Master of Management Information Session  Thursday, November 19, 2015
MA program in East Asian Studies at the University of Alberta
Submit to UBC Journal of Political Studies
Learn about the University of Washington Masters in South Asian Studies
Asian Studies Class of 2016 Composite Photo
Apply for a Yenching Academy fellowship at Peking University  application deadline for next
year’s class is January 31, 2016 (covers tuition and fees, accommodation and living costs)
2016 Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) Programme Recruitment – A Chance to Live, Work and
Learn in Japan
Japan Foundation Programs FY 2016 guide and application forms available online
Call For Papers: Buddhism in the Global Eye — August 10–12, 2016

OnCampus Events
Friday, November 20, 2015
70 Years of Division for the Korean Peninsula: Implications for Peace and Unification
3pm  5pm
Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
Tuesday, November 24, 2015
China Tax Incentives and Credit Claiming in SingleParty Regimes: Vietnam, China and Russia
3pm  4:30pm
Multipurpose Room, Liu Institute for Global Issues, 6476 NW Marine Dr
Tuesday, November 24, 2015
The Problem of Legitimacy in Peacebuilding: Linking Research with Policy Practice
12:30pm  2pm
Room 120, C.K. Choi Building, 1855 West Mall
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=740214&q=0&qz=52445f
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OffCampus Events
Monday, December 7, 2015
Vancouver International Trade and Investment Summit
8:30 am  4:30 pm
Vancouver Convention Centre, 1055 Canada Pl, Vancouver

An Interview with Ajay Bhardwaj
Originally published on grad.ubc.ca.
An independent documentary filmmaker, Ajay's cinematic explorations and research on post
partition East Punjab (India) meditate on the relationship between the aesthetic and the
subversive, art and identity, and history and memory in cultural production. Ajay strives to
privilege diverse forms of knowledge that offer powerful organic alternatives to social exclusion.

WHAT DOES BEING A PUBLIC SCHOLAR MEAN?
A public scholar works with communities in a nonhierarchical way, can deal with different forms
of knowledgecultural, spiritual, experientialhas the ability to communicate new knowledge to
nonexperts in imaginative ways and towards the public good.
IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU THINK THE PHD EXPERIENCE CAN BE REIMAGINED WITH
THE PUBLIC SCHOLARS INITIATIVE?
This initiative integrates real world engagement, twoway communication with communities, and
research undertaken in non–academic settings in the thesis work itself. It make provisions for
academic evaluation of such interventions in a PhD, provides legitimacy to it and thus opens up
new ways to move beyond the thesis structure.
HOW DO YOU ENVISION CONNECTING YOUR PHD WORK WITH BROADER CAREER
POSSIBILITIES?
Coming with many years of experience in filmmaking and a consistent engagement with my
research theme, an integrated PhD adds scholarly edge to my practice. It opens up an exciting
possibility where an art practice articulating a different form of knowledge engages with academic
scholarship on equal footing. A dialogue between the two expands and enriches the domains of
both, art, as well as academia, creating new audiences on both the sides. It opens up a unique
niche for me to produce scholarly work in the domains of popular culture as well as institutional
knowledge.
Read the full interview >>
https://www.mailoutinteractive.com/Industry/View.aspx?id=740214&q=0&qz=52445f
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Ajay will be presenting at PhDs Go Public Research Talk Series on November 19th >>

We Welcome your Submissions
If you have a story that you would like featured in our biweekly update please submit your
story here.

Missed an Update?
All past newsletters may be found here.

Follow Asian Studies:
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